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“…if in pitch darkness a tremendous flash of lightning 
suddenly comes, you are ready to admit having 
received a shock and being acted upon, but that you 
reacted you may be inclined to deny. You certainly did 
so, however, and are conscious of having done so. The 
sense of shock is as much a sense of resisting as of being 
acted upon. So it is when anything strikes the senses.” 
—Charles Sanders Peirce 
Augusta App
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…You know if you can’t play on the Horseshoe grounds you can’t go sit up in a classroom…
Students touring Ward One vicinity
Students with Mattie Roberson
Ward One: Reconstructing Memory  
 (Emily Acerra, Chandler Green, Muriel Lee, and Christine Shestko 2016) 
  Featuring Mattie Roberson [Mattie Johnson] and Muriel Lee
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